Cell membranes separate the cell interior from the external environment. They are constituted by a variety of lipids; their composition determines the dynamics of membrane proteins and affects the ability of the cells to adapt. Even though the study of model membranes allows to understand the interactions among lipids and the overall mechanics, little is known about these properties in native membranes. To combine topology and nanomechanics analysis of native membranes, I designed a method to investigate the plasma membranes isolated from a variety of single cells. Five cell types were chosen and tested, revealing 20% variation in membrane thickness. I probed the resistance of the isolated membranes to indent, finding their line tension and spreading pressure. These results show that membranes isolated from neurons are stiffer and less diffusive than brain cancer cell membranes. This method gives direct quantitative insights on the mechanics of native cell membranes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
When the first observation of the bi-layered nature of cell membrane was made using the electron microscope in 1959 [1] , the notion that it was composed of lipid layers had already been accepted for decades [2, 3] . Since then, much has been discovered in terms of membrane composition and function, mostly thanks to biochemical approaches. The direct imaging of a native membrane remained challenging for years because of its fluid nature. Major advancements occurred only in the Seventies when various techniques showed their potential and gave birth to what is now broadly called cell unroofing. They involved the separation of cell cortices by violent mechanical treatments [4] , combined with electron microscopy. To observe the membrane isolated from the cytosolic environment, the cells were firstly deposited on a surface coated with a "glue" (e.g. poly-L-lysine or Alcian blue), and then broken. The aim is to isolate the cell membrane adherent with the substrate from the rest of the cell. Three are the main strategies that can be applied. The first strategy is to expose the cells to a strong lateral flux of medium: this will break the cells leaving residues of membranes attached to the substrate [5] . The second is fracturing: it consists on sandwiching the cells, freeze and separate the sandwich [6, 7] ; this allowed to achieve a more natural, life-like appearance of the samples. A variant of the fracturing method is the recently developed iMEM [8] that consist of isolating the cell membranes during the blotting step of a Cryo-EM grid preparation. The third uses sonic waves to break the body of the cells: in this way only the layer of membrane in contact with the substrate remains [9] . The preparation usually ends with a physical fixation of the sample and the investigation with the electron microscope. Looking directly to the cytosolic side of the membrane expanded our knowledge on the internal architecture of the cell membrane that before was simply not accessible [10, 11] . Another natural instrument of investigation with sub-nanometer precision is the atomic force microscope (AFM). AFM has a big advantage compared to light or electron microscopy, in fact the sample doesnt require neither fluorescent labels nor metal coating or cryo-fixation. Some recent studies [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] unraveled a detailed architecture of the cytoskeleton on the inner face of fixed membranes with a resolution of5nm. However, the preparation of these samples requires a considerable know-how to be successful and to become reproducible in large scale [13] ; moreover the aforementioned treatments act on the entire cultures without any fine control of the process. In fact, the studies that required the manipulation of lipid membranes and vesicles concentrated mostly on synthetic preparations of mixtures of lipids [17] [18] [19] . Model membranes are in particular suitable for the study of lipids interactions [20] [21] [22] [23] and to test how the membranes behave in their physiological environment. These studies demonstrated that the strength of the bilayer is enhanced by lowering the temperature [24, 25] , or when exposed to high ion concentrations [26] or in a mixture with cholesterol that mimic lipid rafts [27, 28] . Here I present a method that allows the direct study of native membranes in buffer solution and under ambient pressure and temperature. I present an AFM topography analysis that depicts heights differences in the membrane of different cell types. I measured their breaking forces which allowed to determine the line tension and the spreading pressure, through the indentation of the bilayers with the tip of the AFM. Furthermore, I discuss future improvements to obtain sub-molecular resolution of membrane proteins in their native environment and the requirements for in vivo applications.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Overview of the setup for sample preparation
The setup was based on an AFM (JPK Nanowizard III) mounted on an inverted optical microscope (Olympus IX71) as sketched in Figure 1A and Figure S1 . The three central elements of Figure 1A consist of a cell culture coverslip, mounted on a holder, and squeezed with a triangular glass (see the next Sections for the details). During the sample preparation process, the AFM was used just as a motor with micrometer precision, indeed it was obtained the same results squeezing the cells with a water three-axis micromanipulator.
B. Cell cultures
The method was tested with 5 cell types: U87, U251, HEK293, primary hippocampal neurons, primary dorsal root ganglia (DRG) neurons. The preparation of the glass coverslip was identical for all the five cell types: glass round coverslips (12 mm in diameter, 200 µm in thickness) were plasma cleaned for 15 seconds, coated with 0.5 mg/ml poly-D-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 1 h at 37 Celsius and washed 3 times in deionized water. The coating is necessary to create a strong adhesion between the cells and the substrate because they must resist the compression and the laceration. Hippocampal and DRG neurons from Wistar rats (P2-P3) were prepared in accordance with the guidelines of the Italian Animal Welfare Act, and their use was approved by the Local Veterinary Service, the SISSA Ethics Committee board and the National Ministry of Health (Permit Number: 2848-III/15) in accordance with the European Union guidelines for animal care (d.l. 26, March 4th 2014 related to 2010/63/UE and d.1. 116/92; 86/609/C.E.). The animals were anesthetized with CO2 and sacrificed by decapitation, and all efforts were made to minimize suffering. Dissociated cells were plated at a concentration of 4 104 cells/ml. The medium used for hippocampal neurons is in Minimum Essential Medium (MEM) with GlutaMAX supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS, all from Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD, USA), 0.6% D-glucose, 15 mM Hepes, 0.1 mg/ml apo-transferrin, 30 µg/ml insulin, 0.1 µg/ml D-biotin, 1 µM vitamin B12 (all from Sigma-Aldrich), and 2.5 µg/ml gentamycin (Invitrogen). The medium used for DRG neurons is Neurobasal medium (Gibco, Invitrogen, Milan, Italy) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS, from Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD, USA). The experiments were performed from two to five days after dissociation. The human HEK293, U87 and U251 cell lines were cultured with Dulbeccos modified Eagles media (DMEM, Gibco) supplemented with antibiotics (100 U/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin, Gibco), GlutaMax Supplement (2 mM, Gibco), and 10% fetal bovine serum (Biowest, USA). All the cells were grown under standard culture conditions (37 Celsius and 5% CO2).
C. Cell culture holder
The scope of the cell culture holder is to connect the cell culture (i.e. a coverslip) to a device that moves it with micrometer precision. The holder was designed for an AFM JPK Nanowizard III mounted on an Olympus IX71 optical microscope (but previous trials were successfully performed with a water three-axis manipulator). In Figure S1 is shown the comparison between the origi-nal cantilever holder and the cell culture holder: the two share the same bayonet couplings. The cell culture holder is a cylinder that allows to glue the coverslip with Vaseline in the base of the cylinder. The cell culture holder was drawn in Solidworks and printed in resin (visijet m3 black) with a Projet 3510 HD 3D system (see Figure S1 for more details; for the Solidworks file please contact the corresponding author). With the adaptation of the bayonet couplings, an equivalent coverslip holder can be used on every AFM-Inverted microscope setup.
D. Triangular coverslips preparation (Glass arrows)
Glass coverslips (24 mm in diameter, 200 µm in thickness) were plasma cleaned for 15 seconds and broken in 4 quarter with the use of the hands. This passage is crucial and better explained in Figure S2 . It is worth noting that the coverslips cannot be cut with a diamond tip because the fracture must be sharp. The resulting quarters (called glass arrows) was immersed in 0.5 mg/ml poly-D-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 30 minutes. The glass arrows were immersed in deionized water for 10 seconds before use.
E. Cell squeezing
The cell squeezing was performed bringing in contact two parts: the arrow and the cell culture ( Figure 1B -G). Lower part: tilted arrow. The cover of a petri dish was filled with Ringer solution (2 ml). The arrow was placed tilted of 7-15 degrees (see Figure S1 ) in the middle of the cover. The cover of the petri dish was then fixed on the stage of the AFM. Top part: the cell culture was glued with Vaseline to the holder, and they were mounted on the AFM head stage ( Figure S1 ). The Head Stage was put on top of the AFM in measurement position. Gradually, the cell culture was immersed into the solution, by lowering the head stage with the electrical motors of the AFM. The distance between the cell culture and the arrows was controlled with the help of the optical microscope. Once the distance reached50 µm, I chose the target cell, centering the apex of the arrow. I set the focus of the microscope in the position of the arrow and I brought the cell in contact with the arrow 2 µm at a time. When the cell touches the arrow, it enlarges. I continued to approach until the cell doubled its area. I kept it in contact for 3 minutes and then I rapidly lifted the coverslip. Nothing, or just few cellular debris can be visible in the contact region, otherwise the preparation will result contaminated. The arrow was then laid down and fixed (see Figure S1 D and E). The medium was replaced slowly, without drying completely the solution (the isolated membrane should not come out of the solution).
F. AFM Imaging and Force Spectroscopy
AFM imaging and force spectroscopy were performed with a Nanowizard III system (JPK) mounted on an inverted optical microscope (Olympus IX71), using Hydra NGG (Appnano) cantilevers with nominal spring constant of 0.084 N/m. AFM images were taken in intermittent contact mode applying the lowest possible force during imaging (cantilever free oscillation amplitude was set at 18-20 nm, the surface was approached and scanned at75% of the free amplitude). Force-distance curves were acquired at a rate of 2000 nm/s. AFM imaging and force spectroscopy were performed in Ringers solution (NaCl 145 mM, KCl 3 mM, CaCl2 1.5 mM, MgCl2 1 mM, Glucose 10 mM, HEPES 10 mM adjusted to pH 7.4 with NaOH) at 24 Celsius. The AFM height sensor was calibrated with the TGZ01 calibration grid before and after the series of experiments.
G. Data analysis
The AFM images were processed with the open source software Gwyddion [29] . The height measure (for each topographical image) was calculated as described in Figure S3: briefly, the resulting height of the membrane is here defined as the difference between the mean of the zposition of the substrate and the mean of the z-position of the membrane (10,000 z-positions for each level). Then, the mean of three height measures for each cell type is computed and reported in Fig. 2F (n=10,000/3 zpositions/samples). The error bars represent the standard error of the mean. The roughness was defined as the root mean square (RMS) of the height distribution, and calculated in Gwyddion. The force-distance curves and the force maps were analyzed with a modified version of the open source software Fodis [30] that automatically detects the baseline and the Breakthrough force. Breakthrough force averages of 800-1000 force spectra were calculated for each cell type and reported in Fig. 3B . The error bars represent the standard deviation of the distributions. The nucleation model was applied to the breaking force distributions and fitted with an add-on module of Fodis following the procedure described by Chiantina et al. [31] . The modified version of Fodis is available at https://github.com/nicolagalvanetto/Fodis.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Upper membrane separation I developed a method that allows the combination of topographical and mechanical investigations of native cell membranes. For this, I needed to make a preparation of exposed native membranes, separated from the entire cell, and arranged on a neutral support. The method was designed to fit two additional requirements: i) the operation had to be simple and reproducible; ii) the membrane had to be localized easily (it is not visible by bright-field microscopy). For this purpose, I designed a cell culture holder (see Fig 1A and Figure S1 ) to connect the cells to a motor with micrometer precision, and a new protocol to prepare optically-sharp arrows from common glass coverslips ( Figure S2 ). The target cell is brought in contact with the apex of the arrow and squeezed for3 minutes. Then, the cell culture is rapidly moved away. The membrane that went in contact with the arrow is torn from the cell as a consequence of the interaction between the membrane itself and the polylysine coating of the arrow. Remarkably, the membrane remains on top of the flat corner of the arrow, like the footprint of the squeezed cell. The extracted membrane is therefore poised for various investigations, in fact it is exposed to the buffer which can include specific ligands that can activate membrane proteins involved in signal transduction, or in metabolic and bioenergetics processes. I tested 5 cell types of various shapes and dimensions: one human epithelial cell line (HEK293), two human brain cancer cell lines (U87, U251) and two types of primary neurons (Hippocampal and dorsal root ganglia neurons (DRG) from rats). The proposed method was successful for all but the HEK293. The method fails with cell types that do not adhere well to the cell culture coverslip, so that they remain attached to the arrow after compression, without breaking. Improving the adhesion of the cells to the cell culture will expand the usable cell types for this method. The success rate, i.e. the production of samples suitable for AFM investigations, was80%.
B. Topographical characterization of native membranes at room temperature
A natural instrument of investigation that operate in almost-physiological conditions is the AFM, but a nontrivial task is the localization of the region of interest when it is optically invisible. In the method presented here the localization is straightforward: in fact, the membrane is in the very same corner of the arrow (Figure 2A and 2B). I performed AFM imaging of the intracellular side of the membrane of U87, U251, Hippocampal and DRG cells using cantilevers with spring constant of 0.08N/m in intermittent contact mode. The isolation method worked unexpectedly well with Hippocampal neurons, the AFM image ( Figure 2C ) revealed that the upper membrane is completely separated from the cell, and it covers the area where the cell got in contact with the arrow. The membrane surface is highly flat and it displayed no cytoskeletal feature within the investigated dimensions (10 nm-10 µm range) unlike previously reported with other methods or cell types [10, 14] . A higher resolution image indicate the presence of 30 nmsize complexes, most likely of proteic nature [16] ( Figure  S4 ). DRGs membrane surfaces are qualitatively similar to Hippocampal ones, with the exception that the isolated membranes form island of2 µm2 ( Figure 2D ) instead of a continuous and complete layer of50 µm2. U87 and U251 membranes showed an intermediate behavior: continuous regions interspersed with more fragmented islands ( Figure S4 ). The reasons of these different behaviors may be ascribed to a different membrane composition, or a different anchoring to the cytoskeleton that prevents a complete separation. Even with the same cell type there was some variability in the way the cell membrane is torn. For instance, the membrane near the border that did not adhere well to the polylysine, showed to favor a multi-bilayer conformation ( Figure 2E ) rather than floating freely in the solution. The dynamics of the membrane transfer is complicated, but it is clearly the behavior of a fluid layer that adapts to the shape of the support, differently from a crystalline membrane of comparable thickness [32] . I perform also extensive characterization of the polylysine coated glass, which resulted to be affected by the violent separation of the membrane. In particular I tested the glass roughness (see Section II.G) in three conditions: i) before the isolation, ii) after the isolation far from the membrane, iii) after the isolation in proximity of the membrane. Condition (i) and (ii) didnt show particular differences, while condition (iii) showed a 2-fold increase in the measured roughness. As suggested by Heuser [9] , polylysine attracts the freely floating proteins in the solution. The hypothesis is that after the breakage of the cell, the cytosolic proteins diffuse around the site of the breakage, adhering to the coated glass and forming a layer on top of the polylysine. This hypothesis is supported by the Figure S4 which shows a portion of flat glass close to a region of more rough glass. The flat small region can be interpreted as an area that was shielded during the breakage. Therefore, the blob-like features on top of the membrane are presumably authentic and due to protein complexes, but they cannot be further resolved with the reported experimental conditions. I measured the membrane height of the four cell types according to the procedure explained in section II.G. The height distribution of the membrane in a single sample is typically Gaussian (Fig. S3 ). The height measures are then averaged over 3 samples: mean and standard error of the mean is reported in Figure 2F . The height of hippocampal and DRG membranes are of 8.2 nm and 8.3 nm respectively, they are2 nm thicker than the U87 (6.2 nm) and U251 (6.6 nm). The measured membrane heights are between 50% and 100% thicker than the well characterized model membranes dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) or dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) [24] that are 4-5 nm thick, and more similar to purple membrane [33] .
C. Nanomechanical properties of the membranes
After a precise determination of the position of the membrane, I could perform the puncturing of the bilayer, recording the resulting force-distance curves. The shape of the approach curves showed an initial elastic deformation (Figure 3A blue arrow) followed by an abrupt jump (5-8 nm; Figure 3A red arrow). The reversible compression of the bilayer only partially accounts for the reported elastic deformation, other contributions are probably due to some soft layer deposited on the tip and collected during scanning. The jump, on the other hand, clearly represents the membrane rupture that displays a step comparable with the height of the membrane. I observed the presence of an additional rupture event in a nonnegligible percentage of force curves (sometimes up to 20%, Figure S5 ), which is due to an extra lipid bilayer formed on top of the cantilever tip [26] . The curves showing two rupture events were not considered in the quantitative analysis. Figure 3B shows the average Breakthrough force of 800-1000 spectra for the four cell types and the standard deviation of the force distribution. To minimize the variability induced by the tip changes, new cantilevers were used in each experimental session. Hippocampal membranes revealed to pierce at force values distributed around 7.7 nN, that is almost twice the force necessary to pierce the U87 membranes which break at 4.6 nN. DRG and U251 pierce at values in between, 6.9 nN and 5.4 nN respectively. The full-width half maximum (FWHM) of the four force distributions is, on the other hand, more similar among cell types showing 20% absolute variation at most. This isolation method in combination with a new module for the software Fodis [30] (see Section II.G), can generate also force-map images for a multiparametric characterization of the membranes ( Figure 3C and 3D) . The analysis that I performed at 24 Celsius revealed a single Gaussian distribution of the piercing forces for all the cell types, suggesting the presence of a unique liquid phase [27] . The Breakthrough force is just a proxy of the thermodynamic quantities of the lipid bilayer. For a more detailed analysis of the biophysical parameters of these native membranes, I applied the nucleation model [21] that was originally developed for synthetic preparations [27, 31] . Thanks to the method presented here, the nucleation model can now be applied to native membranes, for quantifying the real line tension Γ and spreading pressure S. The line tension Γ is measured in pN and it indicates the energy per unit of length (i.e. the unsaturated bonds of the periphery of the membrane), while the spreading pressure S is the combination of the interfacial energies per unit of area of the membrane. In a configuration like the one presented here, where the pieces of membranes are exposed to the solution from one side and to the polylysine from the other, Γ is the quantity that is minimized when the patches are circular (i.e. reducing the perimeter), while S is a measure of the tendency of spreading on the surface. The two neuron types have higher line tension compared to the two tumor cell lines but less than a half spreading pressure (values reported in Figure 3B ), indicating that a higher line tension is related to a lower tendency to diffuse. These measurements provides values in the range of previous experiments [27, 34] , and particularly close to model membranes of mixtures of lipids (DOPC/sphingomyelin/cholesterol), but not to pure DOPC or DPPC which have 2-to-3 fold lower line tension and spreading pressure. Furthermore, this comparison shows that the experiments that involve model membranes should be performed preferentially with mixtures of lipids when the precondition is to mimic the nanomechanics of real cell membranes.
IV. DISCUSSION
I developed a new approach for imaging the cytoplasmic side of the cell membrane and for quantifying its nanomechanical properties. In this approach, the upper cell membrane is separated from the entire cell, therefore it is poised for various investigations. I used the AFM to characterize the topology and to probe the mechanics of these native preparations. The approach was in this way applied to an endothelial cell type, two brain tumor cell lines and two neuron types, and it has proved to be successful for all the cells that attach well to the culture coverslip. Specific culturing protocols are required for those cells that only loosely bind to the substrate. Overall, these measurements are consistent with previous reports on synthetic membranes, but they provide additional information on the native state that are now easily accessible. The average membrane thickness reveals to be constant within the same cell type, but it differs by some nanometers over the tested cell types. The presence of extracellular matrix residues that may affect the height measure cannot be excluded a priori, but their presence in the upper part of the cultured cells should be modest if not negligible. The height of the two tumor cell lines is similar to the well characterized purple membrane, and 25% thinner than the neuron cell membrane. The topological features are only partially corrupted by the substrate roughness, but to reach the goal of imaging diffusive single proteins in their native membrane it is necessary to use High speed-AFMs in serial dedicated investigations [35] [36] [37] . The Breakthrough force is higher in the neural cell types compared to the tumor cells, which suggests a higher rigidity of the membrane. This is in agreement with the measurements on synthetic lipid mixtures [28] and the higher cholesterol content of the neurons [38] . The single peak of the Breakthrough force distributions suggests the presence of a unique liquid phase in all the tested cells, as opposed to what has recently been shown in T-cells and HeLa cells where both the liquid ordered and liquid disordered phase was identified through fluorescence microscopy techniques [39] . It cannot be excluded that the AFM puncturing approach is not precise enough to resolve the coexistence of the two close phases (in terms of Breakthrough force) [28] . The nucleation model applied on native membranes allows to gather precise information on membrane packing, stability as well as intermolecular interactions among lipid molecules and proteins. The obtained values indicate that the neural membrane is more compact if compared to a more diffusive tumor membrane. In this regard, it is important to point out that the native membrane is deeply different from the model membranes that were tested in the past. Half of the weight of a native membrane is indeed due to membrane proteins [40] . The environment is highly diverse, therefore the biophysical parameters that was obtained here consider the overall contribution of lipids and proteins, leading to more robust values for computational lipidomics. To my knowledge, the sample preparation has always been problematic in previous unroofing techniques [13] . The single-cell method proposed here minimizes the sources of variability like large scale sonication or blotting, giving a success rate around 80%. The success rate becomes even more important when the unroofing needs to be operated ex/in vivo. To date, this method can directly be tuned for application on ex vivo thin tissues, but it is not immediately applicable in vivo. To overcome this problem, in the preparation process, the AFM should be substituted by a micromanipulator and the cells of interest should be accessible by the glass arrow. This kind of improvements could lead to an interesting tool for fast screening purposes of diseases that affect the cell membranes. There could be interesting applications also in complementary fields like single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) or bioactive surface studies. Mller and collaborators has indeed recently found that we can expect a different behavior in the unfolding of proteins in a native environment [41] , therefore this single-cell unroofing could be an ideal platform for such unfolding investigations. While having the possibility to deposit a real membrane on top of the desired artificial nanostructure could help to study some microscopic phenomena at the nanoscale, for instance, the antimicrobial activity of nanodots [42] . In conclusion, the method described here can be used to study membrane topology and mechanics at the nanoscale level, the scale at which important processes such as mechanosensing and membrane fusion take place, providing clues on their biophysical constraints. Step 1 ((A) left): the round coverslip is broken in 2 pieces pushing with the thumb in the middle of the coverslip.
Step 2 ((A) center): the half-coverslip is broken in other 2 pieces pushing with the thumb in the middle of the half-coverslip.
Step 3 ((A) right): the sharpness of the apex is checked with the microscope (C). (B) scheme of the coverslip stages during the preparation in (A). (C) the apex of the glass arrow results to be optically sharp, as opposed to a cut with the typical diamond pen that shows 5 µm-size scratches along the edge.
